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Abstract. We give semantic foundations to abstract domains consisting in first
order logic formulæ in a theory, as used in verification tools or methods using
SMT-solvers or theorem provers. We exhibit conditions for a sound usage of such
methods with respect to multi-interpreted semantics and extend their usage to
automatic invariant generation by abstract interpretation.

1 Introduction

Hoare’s axiomatic logic [35,13] can be formalized as defining a program semantics
CJPK which is the set of inductive invariants CJPK ,

{
I ∈ A

∣∣∣ FJPK(I) v I
}

where
FJPK ∈ A→ A is the transformer of program P in an abstract domain 〈A, v, ⊥, t〉,
v is a pre-order, ⊥ is the infimum, and the join t, if any, is the least upper bound (or an
over-approximation) up to the pre-order equivalence. Program verification, consists in
proving that a program specification S ∈ A is implied by a program inductive invariant,
that is ∃ I ∈ CJPK : I v S .

To be of interest, the semantics CJPK must be assumed to be non-empty, which can
be ensured by additional hypotheses. For example, the existence of a supremum > ∈ A
ensures > ∈ CJPK. A more interesting particular case is when FJPK ∈ A 1

→A is increas-
ing and 〈A, v, ⊥, t〉 is a cpo (or a complete lattice) in which case the v-least fixpoint
lfpv FJPK does exist, up to the pre-order equivalence, e.g. by [46], and is the strongest
invariant. Besides soundness, the existence of this strongest invariant ensures the com-
pleteness of the verification method. Another interesting case is when FJPK is increas-
ing or extensive so that the iterates FJPK0(⊥) , ⊥, FJPKλ+1(⊥) , FJPK(FJPKλ(⊥)) and
FJPKλ(⊥) ,

⊔
β<λ FJPKβ(⊥) for limit ordinals λ (or ∀β < λ : FJPKλ(⊥) w FJPKβ(⊥)

in absence of join) do converge. The limit FJPKε(⊥) is necessarily a fixpoint of FJPK,
which is therefore an inductive invariant, but maybe not the strongest one. When FJPK
is continuous, we have ε = ω, the first infinite ordinal [19].

Automatic program verification can be categorized as follows.

(i) Deductive methods exploit the Floyd/Naur/Hoare proof method [13] that consists
in guessing an inductive invariant I ∈ A and proving that FJPK(I) v I ∧ I v S . The
end-user provides the inductive invariant I ∈ A and a deductive system provides
the correctness proof;

(ii) Fixpoint iterates generalization [12] consists in finding an over-approximation Iλ

of the inductive definition of the iterates FJPKλ(⊥) of FJPK, machine-check that



FJPK(Iλ) v Iλ+1 and Iλ w
⊔
β<λ Iβ for limit ordinals (proving that ∀λ > 0 :

FJPKλ(⊥) v Iλ by recurrence and FJPK is increasing or extensive). For the limit
Iε, we have FJPKε(⊥) v Iε so that Iε v S implies ∃ I ∈ CJPK : I v S ;

(iii) Model checking [8] considers the case when A is a finite complete lattice so that
v, FJPK which is assumed to be increasing, and lfpv FJPK are all computable;

(iv) Bounded model checking [7] aims at proving that the specification is not satisfied
by proving FJPKk(⊥) @ S which implies lfpv FJPK @ S , e.g. by [46];

(v) Static analysis by abstract interpretation [18,20] consists in effectively computing
an abstract invariant I] which concretization γ(I]) is automatically proved to satisfy
FJPK(γ(I])) v γ(I]) ∧ γ(I]) v S . The automatic computation of I] is based on (ii)
in the abstract, using an abstract domain satisfying the ascending chain condition
or else a widening to inductively over-approximate the concrete iterates.

By undecidability, none of these methods can be simultaneously automatic, terminat-
ing, sound, and complete on the interpreted semantics of all programs of a non-trivial
programming language. Moreover all methods (i)—(iv) restrict the expressible runtime
properties hence involve some form of abstraction (v).

Of particular interest is the case of program properties A ⊆ F(x, f ,p) expressed as
first-order formulæ on variables x, function symbols f , and predicates symbols p and
v is logical implication ⇒. Recent progress in SMT solvers and more generally the-
orem provers [4] has been exploited in deductive methods and bounded model check-
ing on 〈A, ⇒, false〉 or combinations of Ai ⊆ F(x, fi,pi), i = 1, . . . , n exploiting
the Nelson-Oppen procedure [41] for combining decidable theories. We study abstract
interpretation-based static analysis restricted to logical abstract domains A ⊆ F(x, f ,p),
the semantic foundations, and the necessary generalization from invariant verification
to invariant generation 5.

2 Terminology on First-Order Logics, Theories, Interpretations
and Models

2.1 First-order logics

We define B , {false, true} to be the Booleans. The set F(x, f ,p) of first-order formulæ
on a signature 〈f , p〉 (where f are the function symbols, and p the predicate symbols
such that f ∩ p = ∅) and variables x, is defined as:

x, y, z, . . . ∈ x variables
a, b, c, . . . ∈ f0 constants, f ,

⋃
n>0 fn

f, g, h, . . . ∈ fn function symbols of arity n > 1
t ∈ T(x, f) t ::= x | c | f(t1, . . . , tn) terms

p, q, r, . . . ∈ pn, p ,
⋃

n>0 pn predicate symbols of arity
n > 0, p0 , {ff, tt}

a ∈ A(x, f ,p) a ::= ff | p(t1, . . . , tn) | ¬a atomic formulæ

5 For example [4] is mainly on invariant verification while Ch. 12 on invariant generation by
abstract interpretation is unrelated to the previous chapters using first-order logic theories.



e ∈ E(x, f ,p) , T(x, f) ∪A(x, f ,p) program expressions
ϕ ∈ C(x, f ,p) ϕ ::= a | ϕ ∧ ϕ clauses in simple conjunc-

tive normal form
Ψ ∈ F(x, f ,p) Ψ ::= a | ¬Ψ | Ψ ∧ Ψ | ∃x : Ψ quantified first-order formulæ

In first order logics with equality, there is a distinguished predicate = (t1, t2) which we
write t1 = t2.

2.2 Theories

The set ~xΨ of free variables of a formula Ψ is defined inductively as the set of variables
in the formula which are not in the scope of an existential quantifier. A sentence of
F(x, f ,p) is a formula with no free variable. A theory is a set of sentences [6] (called the
theorems of the theory) and a signature, which should contain at least all the predicates
and function symbols that appear in the theorems. The language of a theory is the set
of quantified first-order formulæ that contain no predicate or function symbol outside
of the signature of the theory.

The idea of theories is to restrict the possible meanings of functions and predicates
in order to reason under these hypotheses. The meanings which are allowed are the
meanings which make the sentences of the theory true.

2.3 Interpretations

This is better explained with the notion of interpretation of formulæ: An interpretation
I for a signature 〈f , p〉 is a couple 〈IV, Iγ〉 such that IV is a non-empty set of values,
∀c ∈ f0 : Iγ(c) ∈ IV, ∀n > 1 : ∀f ∈ fn : Iγ(f) ∈ In

V
→ IV and ∀n > 0 : ∀p ∈ pn :

Iγ(p) ∈ In
V
→B. Let I be the class of all such interpretations I. In a given interpretation

I ∈ I, an environment 6 is a function from variables to values

η ∈ RI , x→ IV environments

An interpretation I and an environment η satisfy a formula Ψ , written I |=η Ψ , in the
following way:

I |=η a , JaKIη I |=η Ψ ∧ Ψ
′ , (I |=η Ψ ) ∧ (I |=η Ψ

′)
I |=η ¬Ψ , ¬(I |=η Ψ ) I |=η ∃x : Ψ , ∃v ∈ IV : I |=η[x←v] Ψ

7

where the value JaKIη ∈ B of an atomic formula a ∈ A(x, f ,p) in environment η ∈ RI

is
JffKIη , false

Jp(t1, . . . , tn)KIη , Iγ(p)(Jt1KIη, . . . , JtnKIη), where Iγ(p) ∈ In
V
→B

J¬aKIη , ¬JaKIη, where ¬true = false, ¬false = true

and the value JtKIη ∈ IV of the term t ∈ T(x, f) in environment η ∈ RI is

6 Environments are also called variable assignments, valuations, etc. For programming lan-
guages, environments may also contain the program counter, stack, etc.

7 η[x← v] is the assignment of v to x in η.



JxKIη , η(x)
JcKIη , Iγ(c), where Iγ(c) ∈ IV

Jf(t1, . . . , tn)KIη , Iγ(f)(Jt1KIη, . . . , JtnKIη), where Iγ(f) ∈ IVn→ IV, n > 1

In addition, in a first-order logic with equality the interpretation of equality is always

I |=η t1 = t2 , Jt1KIη =I Jt2KIη

where =I is the unique reflexive, symmetric, antisymmetric, and transitive relation on
IV.

2.4 Models

An interpretation I ∈ I is said to be a model of Ψ when ∃η : I |=η Ψ (i.e. I makes Ψ
true). An interpretation is a model of a theory iff it is a model of all the theorems of the
theory (i.e. makes true all theorems of the theory). The class of all models of a theory
T is

M(T ) , {I ∈ I | ∀Ψ ∈ T : ∃η : I |=η Ψ }

= {I ∈ I | ∀Ψ ∈ T : ∀η : I |=η Ψ }

since if Ψ is a sentence and if there is a I and a η such that I |=η Ψ , then for all η′,
I |=η′ Ψ .

Quite often, the set of sentences of a theory is not defined extensively, but using
a (generally finite) set of axioms which generate the set of theorems of the theory by
implication. A theory is said to be deductive iff it is closed by deduction, that is all
theorems that are true on all models of the theory are in the theory.

The theory of an interpretation I is the set of sentences Ψ such that I is a model of
Ψ . Such a theory is trivially deductive and satisfiable (i.e. has at least one model).

2.5 Satisfiability and validity (modulo interpretations and theory)

A formula Ψ is satisfiable (with respect to the class of interpretations I defined in
Sect. 2.3) if there exists an interpretation I and an environment η that make the formula
true (satisfiable(Ψ ) , ∃ I ∈ I : ∃η : I |=η Ψ ). A formula is valid if all such interpreta-
tions make the formula true (valid(Ψ ) , ∀I ∈ I : ∀η : I |=η Ψ ). The negations of the
concepts are unsatisfiability (¬satisfiable(Ψ ) = ∀I ∈ I : ∀η : I |=η ¬Ψ ) and invalidity
(¬valid(Ψ ) = ∃ I ∈ I : ∃η : I |=η ¬Ψ ). So Ψ is satisfiable iff ¬Ψ is invalid and Ψ is
valid iff ¬Ψ is unsatisfiable.

These notions can be put in perspective in satisfiability and validity modulo interpre-
tations I ∈ ℘(I), where we only consider interpretations I ∈ I. So satisfiableI(Ψ ) ,
∃ I ∈ I : ∃η : I |=η Ψ and validI(Ψ ) , ∀I ∈ I : ∀η : I |=η Ψ (also denoted I |= Ψ ).

The case I = M(T ) corresponds to satisfiability and validity modulo a theory T ,
where we only consider interpretations I ∈ M(T ) that are models of the theory (i.e.
make true all theorems of the theory). So satisfiableT (Ψ ) , satisfiableM(T )(Ψ ) = ∃ I ∈



M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η Ψ and validT (Ψ ) , validM(T )(Ψ ) = ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η Ψ (also
denoted T |= Ψ ).

The four concepts can be extended to theories: a theory is satisfiable 8 (valid) if
one (all) of the interpretations is a (are) model(s) of the theory i.e. M(T ) , ∅ (resp.
M(T ) = I), and a theory is unsatisfiable (invalid) if all (one) of the interpretations
make(s) each of the theorems of the theory false.

2.6 Decidable theories

A theory T is decidable iff there is an algorithm decideT ∈ F(x, f ,p)→B that can
decide in finite time if a given formula is in the theory or not.

Decidable theories provide approximations for the satisfiability problem: a formula
Ψ is satisfiable iff there is an interpretation I and an environment η such that I |=η Ψ
is true (satisfiable(Ψ ) , ∃ I ∈ I : ∃η : I |=η Ψ ). So a formula Ψ with free variables
~xΨ is satisfiable iff the sentence ∃~xΨ : Ψ obtained from the formula by existentially
quantifying the free variables is satisfiable. So if we know that this sentence is in a
satisfiable theory, then the original formula is also satisfiable and, in addition, we know
that it is satisfiable for all models of that theory.

decideT (∃~xΨ : Ψ )⇒ satisfiableT (Ψ ) (when T is decidable and satisfiable)

Proof.

decideT (∃~xΨ : Ψ )

⇔ (∃~xΨ : Ψ ) ∈ T Hdef. decision procedureI

⇒ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ∃~xΨ : Ψ

Hdef.M(T ) , {I ∈ I | ∀Ψ ′ ∈ T : ∃η′ : I |=η′ Ψ
′}I

⇔ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η Ψ Hdef. I |=η ∃x : Ψ in Sect. 2.3I

⇒ ∃ I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η Ψ HT is satisfiable soM(T ) , ∅I

⇔ satisfiableT (Ψ ) Hdef. satisfiableT (Ψ ) , ∃ I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ΨI ut

So the problem of satisfiability modulo a theory T can be approximated by decidability
in T in the sense that if the decision is true then the formula is satisfiable, otherwise we
don’t know in general.

The same result holds for validity:

decideT (∀~xΨ : Ψ )⇒ validT (Ψ ) (when T is decidable)

Proof.

decideT (∀~xΨ : Ψ )

⇔ (∀~xΨ : Ψ ) ∈ T Hdef. decision procedureI

8 Model theorists often use “consistent” as a synonym for “satisfiable”.



⇒ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ∀~xΨ : Ψ

Hdef.M(T ) , {I ∈ I | ∀Ψ ′ ∈ T : ∃η′ : I |=η′ Ψ
′}I

⇔ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η ∀~xΨ : Ψ

Hsince ∀~xΨ : Ψ has no free variable so I |=η ∀~xΨ : Ψ does not depend on ηI

⇔ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η Ψ Hdef. I |=η ∀x : Ψ in Sect. 2.3I

⇔ validT (Ψ ) HvalidT (Ψ ) , ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η ΨI ut

It is possible to obtain implications in the other direction so that we solve exactly
the validity or satisfiability problem, when the theory is deductive.

validT (Ψ )⇔ decideT (∀~xΨ : Ψ ) (when T is decidable and deductive)

Proof. T is deductive, hence all valid sentences are theorems of the theory, so if validT (Ψ )
then ∀~xΨ : Ψ is a valid sentence of T and so it is in T . ut

From that, we can obtain satisfiability of any formula:

satisfiableT (Ψ )⇔ ¬
(
decideT (∀~xΨ : ¬Ψ )

)
(when T is decidable and deductive)

Proof.

satisfiableT (Ψ )

⇔ ¬ (validT (¬Ψ )) Hdef. satisfiableT and validT in Sect. 2.5I

⇔ ¬
(
decideT (∀~xΨ : ¬Ψ )

)
Hsince T is decidable and deductiveI ut

But in many tools, decision of formulæ with universal quantifiers is problematic.
If we want an exact resolution of satisfiability using just existential quantifiers, we
need stronger hypotheses. One sufficient condition is that the theory is complete. In
the context of classical first order logic, a theory can be defined to be complete if for
all sentences Ψ in the language of the theory, either Ψ is in the theory or ¬Ψ is in the
theory.

satisfiableT (Ψ )⇔
(
decideT (∃~xΨ : Ψ )

)
(when T is decidable and complete)

Proof. AssumeT is complete. Then, either ∃~xΨ : Ψ ∈ T , in which case decideT (∃~xΨ :
Ψ ) returns true and we conclude satisfiableT (Ψ ). Or¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ ) ∈ T so decideT (¬(∃~xΨ :
Ψ )) returns true. But if a sentence is in the theory, that means that for all models of that
theory, the sentence is true, so:

¬decideT (∃~xΨ : Ψ )

⇔ decideT (¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ )) HT completeI

⇔ ¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ ) ∈ T Hdef. decision procedureI

⇒ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ )

Hdef.M(T ′) , {I ∈ I | ∀Ψ ′ ∈ T ′ : ∃η′ : I |=η′ Ψ
′}I

⇒ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η ¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ ) H¬(∃~xΨ : Ψ ) has no free variableI



⇔ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ¬(∃η : I |=η ∃~xΨ : Ψ ) Hdef. ¬I

⇔ ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ¬(∃η : I |=η Ψ ) Hdef. I |=η ∃x : Ψ in Sect. 2.3I

⇔ ¬(∃ I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η Ψ ) Hdef. ¬I

⇔ ¬satisfiableT (Ψ ) Hdef. satisfiableT (Ψ ) , ∃ I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ΨI ut

It might be the case that we only need the decision procedure to be equivalent to
satisfiability for a subset of the language of the theory. Then the same proof can be
applied. Partial completeness can be defined in the following way: a theory is partially
complete for a set of formulæ A iff for all Ψ ∈ A, either Ψ is in the theory or ¬Ψ is in
the theory.

Decision procedures will be most useful to provide approximations of implication.
But in general, one needs to know if an implication is valid, and most decision proce-
dures can only decide existential sentences. Here is the way to use decision procedures
to approximate the validity of implication:

validT (∀~xΨ ∪ ~xΨ ′ : Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′)

, ∀I ∈ M(T ) : ∀η : I |=η ∀~xΨ ∪ ~xΨ ′ : Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′ Hdef. validity modulo T I

⇔ ¬(∃ I ∈ M(T ) : ∃η : I |=η ∃~xΨ ∪ ~xΨ ′ : Ψ ∧ ¬Ψ ′) Hdef. negationI

⇔ ¬(satisfiableT (Ψ ∧ ¬Ψ ′)) Hdef. satisfiability modulo T I

⇒ ¬decideT (∃~xΨ∧¬Ψ ′ : Ψ ∧ ¬Ψ ′) Hwhen T is decidable and satisfiable.
Equivalence⇔ holds when T is complete for ∃~xΨ∧¬Ψ ′ : Ψ ∧¬Ψ ′I

2.7 Comparison of theories

Except for decision procedures, theories are equivalent when they have the same mod-
els. A theory T1 is more general than a theory T2 when all models of T2 are models
of T1 i.e.M(T2) ⊆ M(T1). A sufficient condition for T1 to be more general than T2 is
T1 ⊆ T2 (since T1 ⊆ T2 implies M(T2) ⊆ M(T1)). The converse holds for deductive
theories. The most general theory for a given signature is the theory of {tt} (or equiva-
lently its deductive closure), also called the theory of logical validities. If a theory T1 is
more general than T2, then we have, for all formula Ψ :

satisfiableT2 (Ψ )⇒ satisfiableT1 (Ψ ), and validT1 (Ψ )⇒ validT2 (Ψ )

A consequence is that a decision procedure for a theory can be used to approximate
the satisfiability in a more general theory. Another consequence is that the implication
is less often true with a more general theory.

3 Terminology on Abstract Interpretation

3.1 Interpreted concrete semantics

Abstractions in abstract interpretation [18,20], are relative to an interpreted concrete
semantics C

=
JPK of programs P as defined by a program interpretation = ∈ I. That con-

crete semantics is defined as the set of invariants of the programs, that is post-fixpoints



in a complete lattice/cpo of concrete properties 〈P=, ⊆〉 and a concrete transformer
F
=
JPK. We define postfp≤ f ,

{
x
∣∣∣ f (x) ≤ x

}
.

R= concrete observables9

P= , ℘(R=) concrete properties
F
=
JPK ∈ P=→P= concrete transformer of program P

C
=
JPK , postfp⊆ F

=
JPK ∈ ℘(P=) concrete semantics of program P

where the concrete transformer F
=
JPK of program P is built out of the set primitives

∅, R=, ∪, ∩, . . . and the forward and backward transformers f, b ∈ P= → P= for
assignment, the transformer p ∈ P=→B for tests, . . . .

Note that if the concrete transformer admits a least fixpoint, then it is enough to
consider only that least fixpoint and we don’t need to compute the whole set of post-
fixpoints (see also Sect. 3.4).

Example 1. In the context of invariance properties for imperative languages with pro-
gram interpretation= ∈ I, we can take a concrete state to be a function from variables 10

to elements in the set =V, so that properties are sets of such functions.

R= , x→=V concrete environments
P= , ℘(R=) concrete invariance properties

The transformer F
=
JPK for the invariance semantics is defined by structural induction

on the program P in terms of the complete lattice operations 〈℘(R=), ⊆, ∅, R=, ∪, ∩〉
and the following local invariance transformers

f=Jx := eKP , {η[x← JeK
=
η] | η ∈ P)} Floyd’s assignment post-condition

b=Jx := eKP , {η | η[x← JeK
=
η] ∈ P} Hoare’s assignment pre-condition

p=JϕKP , {η ∈ P | JϕK
=
η = true} test ut

Example 2. The program P , x=1; while true {x=incr(x)} with the arithmetic
interpretation = on integers =V = Z has loop invariant lfp⊆ F

=
JPK where F

=
JPK(X) ,

{η ∈ R= | η(x) = 1} ∪ {η[x← η(x) + 1] | η ∈ X}. The increasing chain of iterates
F
=
JPKn = {η ∈ R= | 0 < η(x) < n} has limit lfp⊆ F

=
JPK =

⋃
n>0 F

=
JPKn = {η ∈ R= | 0 <

η(x)}. ut

3.2 Abstract domains

In static analysis by abstract interpretation [18,20], abstract domains are used to encap-
sulate abstract program properties and abstract operations (including the logical lattice
structure, elementary transformers, convergence acceleration operators, etc.). An ab-
stract domain is therefore 〈A,v,⊥,>,t,u,

`
,
a
, f̄, b̄, p̄, . . .〉 where

9 Examples of observables are set of states, set of partial or complete execution traces, etc.
10 maybe including the program counter etc.



P,Q, . . . ∈ A abstract properties
v ∈ A × A→B abstract partial order 11

⊥,> ∈ A infimum, supremum
t,u,

`
,
a
∈ A × A→A abstract join, meet, widening, narrowing

. . .
f̄ ∈ (x ×E(x, f ,p))→A→A abstract forward assignment transformer
b̄ ∈ (x ×E(x, f ,p))→A→A abstract backward assignment transformer
p̄ ∈ C(x, f ,p)→A→A abstract condition transformer

3.3 Abstract semantics

The abstract semantics of a program P is assumed to be given as a set of post-fixpoints
CJPK , {P | FJPK(P) v P} or in least fixpoint form CJPK , {lfpv FJPK} (or, by the sin-
gleton isomorphism, the more frequent lfpv FJPK) when such a least fixpoint does exist
(e.g. [46]) where FJPK ∈ A→A is the abstract transformer of program P built out of the
primitives ⊥,>,t,u,

`
,
a
, f̄, b̄, p̄, . . .12. As was the case for the concrete semantics, we

preferably use least fixpoints when that is possible.

3.4 Soundness of abstract domains

Soundness relates abstract properties to concrete properties using a function γ such that

γ ∈ A 1
→P= concretization 13

The soundness of abstract domains, is defined as, for all P,Q ∈ A,

(P v Q)⇒ (γ(P) ⊆ γ(Q)) order γ(⊥) = ∅ infimum

γ(P t Q) ⊇ (γ(P) ∪ γ(Q)) join γ(>) = >= supremum 14

...

Observe that defining an abstraction consists in choosing the domain A of abstract prop-
erties and the concretization γ. So, this essentially consists in choosing a set of concrete
properties γ[A] (where γ[X] , {γ(x) | x ∈ X}) which can be exactly represented in
the abstract while the other concrete properties P ∈ P= \ γ[A] cannot and so must be
over-approximated by some P ∈ A such that P ⊆ γ(P). By assuming the existence of an
element > of A with concretization >=, there always exists such a P. For precision, the
minimum one, or else the minimal ones, if any, are to be preferred.
11 If v is a pre-order then A is assumed to be quotiented by the equivalence relation ≡ , v∩v−1.
12 In general, this is more complex, with formulæ involving many fixpoints, but this simple set-

ting already exhibits all difficulties.
13 Given posets 〈L, v〉 and 〈P, 6〉, we let L 1

→ P to be the set of increasing (monotone, isotone,
. . . ) maps of L into P.

14 For example >= , R= in the context of invariance properties for imperative languages.



3.5 Soundness of abstract semantics

The abstract semantics CJPK ∈ A is sound which respect to a concrete semantics CJPK
of a program P whenever

∀P ∈ A : (∃C ∈ CJPK : C v P)⇒ (∃C ∈ CJPK : C ⊆ γ(P))

It is complete whenever ∀P ∈ A : (∃C ∈ CJPK : C ⊆ γ(P))⇒ (∃C ∈ CJPK : C v P).
When the concrete and abstract semantics are defined in post-fixpoint form CJPK ,
postfp⊆ FJPK, the soundness of the abstract semantics follows from the soundness of the
abstraction in Sect. 3.4 and the soundness of the abstract transformer [18,20]

∀P ∈ A : FJPK ◦ γ(P) ⊆ γ ◦ FJPK(P)

Example 3. Continuing Ex. 1 in the context of invariance properties for imperative lan-
guages, the soundness of the abstract transformer generally follows from the following
soundness conditions on local abstract transformers, for all P ∈ A,

γ(f̄Jx := eKP) ⊇ f=Jx := eKγ(P) assignment post-condition

γ(b̄Jx := eKP) ⊇ b=Jx := eKγ(P) assignment pre-condition

γ(p̄JϕKP) ⊇ p=JϕKγ(P) test ut

Observe that soundness is preserved by composition of increasing concretizations.

4 Abstraction of Multi-Interpreted Concrete Semantics

The interpreted concrete semantics of Sect. 3.1 is relative to one interpretation = of the
programming language data, functions, and predicates. But the theories used in SMT
solvers can have many different models, corresponding to possible interpretations. In
fact, the same holds for programs: they can be executed on different platforms, and it
can be useful to collect all the possible behaviors, e.g. to provide a more general proof
of correctness.

4.1 Multi-interpreted semantics

In a multi-interpreted semantics, we will give semantics to a program P in the context
of a set of interpretations I. Then a program property in PI provides for each interpre-
tation in I, a set of program observables satisfying that property in that interpretation.

RI program observables
PI , I ∈ I 67→ ℘(RI) interpreted properties
' ℘({〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ η ∈ RI}) 15

The multi-interpreted semantics of a program P in the context of I is
15 A partial function f ∈ A 9 B with domain dom( f ) ∈ ℘(A) is understood as the relation {〈x,

f (x)〉 ∈ A × B | x ∈ dom( f )} and maps x ∈ A to f (x) ∈ B, written x ∈ A 67→ f (x) ∈ B or
x ∈ A 67→ Bx when ∀x ∈ A : f (x) ∈ Bs ⊆ B.



C
I
JPK ∈ ℘(PI)

In the context of invariance properties for imperative languages with multiple pro-
gram interpretations I ∈ ℘(I), Ex. 1 can be generalized by taking

RI , x→ IV concrete interpreted environments

The transformer F
I
JPK for the invariance semantics is defined by structural induction

on the program P in terms of the complete lattice operations 〈PI, ⊆, ∅, >I, ∪, ∩〉 where
>I , {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ η ∈ RI} and the following local invariance transformers

fIJx := eKP , {〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉 | I ∈ I ∧ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P)} assignment post-condition
bIJx := eKP , {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ 〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉 ∈ P} assignment pre-condition

pIJϕKP , {〈I, η〉 ∈ P | I ∈ I ∧ JϕKIη = true} test

In particular for I = {=}, we get the transformers of Ex. 1, up to the isomorphism
ι=(P) , {〈=, η〉 | η ∈ P} with inverse ι−1

=
(Q) , {η | 〈=, η〉 ∈ Q}.

The natural ordering to express abstraction (or precision) on multi-interpreted se-
mantics is the subset ordering, which gives a lattice structure to the set of multi-in-
terpreted properties: a property P1 is more abstract than P2 when P2 ⊂ P1, meaning
that P1 allows more behaviors for some interpretations, and maybe that it allows new
interpretations. Following that ordering, we can express systematic abstractions of the
multi-interpreted semantics.

4.2 Abstractions between multi-interpretations

If we can only compute properties on one interpretation =, as in the case of Sect. 3.1,
then we can approximate a multi-interpreted program saying that we know the possi-
ble behaviors when the interpretation is = and we know nothing (so all properties are
possible) for the other interpretations of the program. On the other hand, if we ana-
lyze a program that can only have one possible interpretation with a multi-interpreted
property, then we are doing an abstraction in the sense that we add more behaviors and
forget the actual property that should be associated with the program. So, in general, we
have two sets of interpretations, one I is the context of interpretations for the program
and the other I] is the set of interpretations used in the analysis. The relations between

the two is a Galois connection 〈PI, ⊆〉 −−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
α
I→I]

γ
I]→I

〈PI] , ⊆〉 where

αI→I] (P) , P ∩ PI]

γI]→I(Q) ,
{
〈I, η〉

∣∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I ∧
(
I ∈ I] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ Q

) }
Proof. Suppose P ∈ PI and Q ∈ PI] . Then

αI→I] (P) ⊆ Q

⇔ P ∩ PI] ⊆ Q Hdef. αI→I]I

⇔ ∀〈I, η〉 ∈ P ∩ PI] : 〈I, η〉 ∈ Q Hdef. ⊆I



⇔ ∀〈I, η〉 ∈ P : 〈I, η〉 ∈ PI] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ Q Hdef. ∩I

⇔ ∀〈I, η〉 ∈ P, I ∈ I ∧
(
〈I, η〉 ∈ PI] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ Q

)
HP ∈ PII

⇔ P ⊆
{
〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧

(
〈I, η〉 ∈ PI] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ Q

)}
Hdef. ⊆I

⇔ P ⊆ γI]→I(Q) Hdef. γI]→II ut

Note that if the intersection of I] and I is empty then the abstraction is trivially ∅
for all properties, and if I ⊆ I] then the abstraction is the identity.

Considering the soundness of transformers defined in Sect. 3.5 for the forward as-
signment of Sect. 4.1, we get, for all P] ∈ PI] ,

fIJx := eK ◦ γI]→I(P])

=
{
〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉

∣∣∣∣ 〈I, η〉 ∈ γI]→I(P])
}

Hdef. fIJx := eKP ,
{
〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉

∣∣∣ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P)
}
I

=

{
〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉

∣∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I ∧
(
I ∈ I] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P]

) }
Hdef. γI]→II

=

{
〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉

∣∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I ∧
(
I ∈ I] ⇒ (I ∈ I] ∧ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P])

) }
Hdef.⇒I

⊆

 〈I, η′〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I ∧

(
I ∈ I] ⇒ 〈I, η′〉 ∈

{
η[x← JeKIη]

∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I] ∧ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P]
}) 

Hdef. ⊆I

=

{
〈I, η〉

∣∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I ∧
(
I ∈ I] ⇒ 〈I, η〉 ∈ fI]Jx := eK(P])

) }
Hby defining fI]Jx := eK ∈ PI]

1
→PI] such that

fI]Jx := eKP] ,
{
〈I, η[x← JeKIη]〉

∣∣∣∣ I ∈ I] ∧ 〈I, η〉 ∈ P]
}

I
⊆ γI]→I ◦ fI]Jx := eK(P]) Hdef. γI]→I .I

Observe that fI]Jx := eK and fIJx := eK have exactly the same definition. However, the
corresponding post-fixpoint semantics do differ when I] , I since 〈PI] , ⊆〉 , 〈PI, ⊆〉.

4.3 Uniform abstraction of interpretations

In some cases, we describe the properties of the program without distinguishing the
interpretations in the context of the program. This is the case for example when ex-
pressing properties that should hold for all interpretations which are possible for the
program. That abstraction simply forgets the interpretations and just keeps the union of
all the possible behaviors.

Example 4. That is what the Astrée analyzer [23] does when taking all possible round-
ing error modes for floating points computations. ut

The abstraction is described by 〈PI, ⊆〉 −−−−→←−−−−αI

γI
〈∪I∈IRI , ⊆〉 where

γI(E) ,
{
〈I, η〉

∣∣∣ η ∈ E
}

αI(P) ,
{
η
∣∣∣ ∃ I : 〈I, η〉 ∈ P

}



4.4 Abstraction by a theory

Another direction for abstraction is to keep the context of interpretations and forget
about the properties on variables. This is simply a projection on the first component
of the pairs of interpretation and environment. In some cases it can be difficult to rep-
resent exactly an infinite set of interpretations, and we can use theories (preferably
deductive with a recursively enumerable number of axioms) to represent the set of in-
terpretations which are models of that theories. The relationship between theories and
multi-interpreted semantics is expressed by the concretization function:

γM(T ) ,
{
〈I, η〉

∣∣∣ I ∈ M(T )
}

Notice, though, that because the lattice of theories is not complete, there is no best
abstraction of a set of interpretations by a theory in general.

Example 5. If = interprets programs over the natural numbers, then by Gödel’s first
incompleteness theorem there is no enumerable first-order theory characterizing this
interpretation, so the poset has no best abstraction of {=}. ut

Once an (arbitrary) theory T has been chosen to abstract a set I of interpretations there
is a best abstraction αI→γM(T )(P) of interpreted properties in P ∈ PI by abstract proper-
ties in PγM(T ). However there might be no finite formula to encode this best abstraction.

5 Uninterpreted Axiomatic Semantics

We consider Hoare’s axiomatic semantics [13] of a simple imperative language. The
language is completely uninterpreted so programs are merely program schemata with
no constraints imposed on the interpretation of functions f and predicates p [37]. Pro-
gram properties are specified by formulæ in F(x, f ,p) which is a lattice 〈F(x, f ,p),
Z⇒〉 for the pre-order (Ψ Z⇒ Ψ ′) , valid(Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′) hence is considered to be quotiented
by (Ψ ⇐ \Z⇒ Ψ ′) , valid(Ψ ⇔ Ψ ′). The axiomatic semantics CaJPK of a program P is
assumed to be defined in post-fixpoint form [16] CaJPK ,

{
Ψ

∣∣∣ FaJPK(Ψ ) Z⇒ Ψ
}

where
FaJPK ∈ F(x, f ,p) 1

→ F(x, f ,p) is the predicate transformer of program P such that
FaJPK(I) Z⇒ I is the verification condition for I ∈ F(x, f ,p) to be an inductive in-
variant for program P. The program transformer Fa maps programs P to a predicate
transformer FaJPK which we assume to be defined in terms of primitive operations
false, true,∨,∧, fa, ba, pa, . . . such that

fa ∈ (x ×T(x, f))→F(x, f ,p)→F(x, f ,p) axiomatic forward assign-
ment transformerfaJx := tKΨ , ∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′]

ba ∈ (x ×T(x, f))→F(x, f ,p)→F(x, f ,p) axiomatic backward assign-
ment transformerbaJx := tKΨ , Ψ [x← t]

pa ∈ C(x, f ,p)→F(x, f ,p)→B axiomatic transformer for
program test of condition ϕpaJϕKΨ , Ψ ∧ ϕ



Example 6. Continuing Ex. 2, consider the signature with equality and one unary func-
tion, f , f0 ∪ f1 with f0 , {0}, f1 , {incr} and p , ∅ 16. By Ehrenfeucht’s theorem
[26], this first order logic is decidable.

The program P , x=0; while true {x=incr(x)} has loop invariant lfpZ⇒ FaJPK
where FaJPK(Ψ ) , (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x)[x← x′]) ⇔ (x =

0) ∨ (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x′)). The fixpoint iterates are

FaJPK
0 , false HbasisI

FaJPK
1 , FaJPK(FaJPK

0)

= (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ : false[x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x′))

Hdef. FaJPK(Ψ ) , (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x′))I

⇔ (x = 0)

FaJPK
2 , FaJPK(FaJPK

1)

= (x = 0) ∨ (∃x2 : (x2 = 0) ∧ x = incr(x2)) Hdef. FaJPKI

⇔ (x = 0) ∨ (x = incr(0)) HsimplificationI

FaJPK
n ,

n−1∨
i=0

(x = incri(0)) Hinduction hypothesisI

Hwhere the abbreviations are
∨
∅ , false, incr0(0) , 0, incrn+1(0) ,

incr(incrn(0)), and
∨k

i=1 ϕi , ϕ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕk so that FaJPKn ∈ F(x, f ,p)I

FaJPK
n+1 , FaJPK(FaJPK

n) HrecurrenceI

= (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ : FaJPK
n[x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x′)) Hdef. FaJPKI

= (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ :
(n−1∨

i=0

(x = incri(0))
)
[x← x′] ∧ x = incr(x′)) Hby ind. hyp.I

= (x = 0) ∨ (∃x′ :
(n−1∨

i=0

(x′ = incri(0))
)
∧ x = incr(x′)) Hdef. substitutionI

⇔

n∨
i=0

(x = incri(0)) ∈ F(x, f ,p) Hsimplification and def. F(x, f ,p)I

All iterates FaJPKn, n > 0 of FaJPK belong to F(x, f ,p) and form an increasing chain
for Z⇒ in the poset 〈F(x, f ,p), Z⇒〉 up to equivalence⇐ \Z⇒. Notice above that

∨n
i=1 Ψi is

not a formula of F(x, f ,p) but a notation, only used in the mathematical reasoning, to
denote a finite formula of F(x, f ,p), preciselyΨ1∨ . . .∨Ψn. In the axiomatic semantics,
the least fixpoint does not exist and the set of post-fixpoints is

{
FaJPKn(true)

∣∣∣ n ≥ 0
}

= {true, x = 0 ∨ (∃x′ : x = incr(x′), . . .}.
Of course the intuition would be that lfpZ⇒ FaJPK =

∨
i>0(x = incri(0)), which is

an infinite formula, hence not in F(x, f ,p). There is therefore a fundamental incom-
pleteness in using F(x, f ,p) to express invariant of loops in programs on F(x, f ,p).

16 A possible interpretation would be =V , N, γ(0) = 0 and γ(incr)(x) = x + 1, another one
would be with ordinals, integers, non-standard integers, or even lists where 0 is null and
incr(x) returns a pointer to a node with a single field pointing to x.



On one hand there may be infinitely many exact iterates all expressible in F(x, f ,p)
and on the other hand their limit cannot be expressed in F(x, f ,p) [10,13]. Because
of this problem, refinement with predicate abstraction would typically never terminate
(unless a widening is used [1]). ut

6 Axiomatic Semantics Modulo Interpretations

The axiomatic semantics of Sect. 5 is completely uninterpreted that is a purely syntactic
object. A link between the uninterpreted axiomatic semantics of Sect. 5 and the inter-
preted concrete semantics used in Sect. 3.1 or even better Sect. 4.1 must be established
[10,13]. We do this in two steps, first giving universal interpretation and then consider-
ing semantics modulo a restricted set of interpretations for more precise results.

6.1 Universal interpretation of the axiomatic semantics

The universal interpretation consists in describing the properties encoded by a formula
on all possible interpretations. Thus, the concretization of a formula will be given by:

γa ∈ F(x, f ,p) 1
→PI

γa(Ψ ) , {〈I, η〉 | I |=η Ψ }

By definition of I |=η Ψ , γa is increasing in that for all Ψ,Ψ ′ ∈ F(x, f ,p), Ψ Z⇒ Ψ ′

implies that γa(Ψ ) ⊆ γa(Ψ ′).

Theorem 1. The axiomatic semantics is sound with respect to all multi-interpreted se-
mantics.

Proof. To prove the soundness of the axiomatic semantics with respect to the multi-
interpreted semantics in a context of interpretations I, we first prove the soundness in
the context of all possible interpretations and then use the result of Sect. 4.2 to show
soundness with respect to all contexts of interpretations, which include the basic case
of Sect. 3.1.

Soundness with respect to a multi-interpreted semantics of the program can be ex-
pressed as:

∀Ψ ∈ CaJPK : CIJPK ⊆ γ
a(Ψ )

This can be proven by verifying local soundness conditions. For the forward assign-
ment,

γa(faJx := tKΨ )

, γa(∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′])

Hdef. faJx := tKΨ , ∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′]I

= {〈I, η〉 | I |=η (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′])} Hdef. γa(Ψ ) = {〈I, η〉 | I |=η Ψ }I

= {〈I, η′[x← JtKIη
′]〉 | I |=η′ Ψ }



Hsince I |=η (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′]) if and only if ∃η′ : I |=η′ Ψ
and η = η′[x← JtKIη

′]I
= {〈I, η[x← JtKIη]〉 | 〈I, η〉 ∈ {〈I, η〉 | I |=η Ψ }} Hrenaming η′ into η and def. ∈I

= {〈I, η[x← JtKIη]〉 | 〈I, η〉 ∈ γa(Ψ )} Hdef. γa(Ψ ) w {〈I, η〉 | I |=η Ψ }I

= fIJx := tK ◦ γa(Ψ ) Hdef. fIJx := tKP , {〈I, η[x← JtKIη]〉 | 〈I, η〉 ∈ P}I

and similarly for backward assignment and test. ut

6.2 Adding more precision: axiomatic semantics modulo interpretations

An abstraction which is sound for all possible interpretations of a program is very likely
to be imprecise on the interpretations we are interested in. An easy way to be more
precise is to accept as invariants all post-fixpoints for Z⇒I instead of just Z⇒. That defines
the axiomatic semantics modulo interpretations.

Definition 1. An axiomatic semantics Ca
I
JPK modulo interpretations I of a program P

is defined as the uninterpreted axiomatic semantics of Sect. 5 with respect to the lattice
〈F(x, f ,p), Z⇒I〉 for the pre-order (Ψ Z⇒I Ψ ′) , validI(Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′) (or equivalently
¬satisfiableI(Ψ ∧¬Ψ ′)) understood as quotiented by (Ψ ⇐ \Z⇒I Ψ ′) , validI(Ψ ⇔ Ψ ′).

ut

A remarkable point of these axiomatic semantics modulo interpretations I is that
they all share the same program transformer FaJPK, but indeed, if I ⊆ I′, then Ca

I
JPK ⊇

Ca
I′

JPK ∩ PI meaning that semantics modulo I is more precise than modulo I′.
Soundness of the axiomatics semantics modulo interpretations I is a consequence

of the fact that it is the reduced product of the axiomatic semantics with the abstraction
of the interpretations of the program. Such abstraction is trivially sound as soon as I
contains all the interpretations in the semantics of the program we wish to consider.

6.3 Axiomatic Semantics Modulo Theory

An axiomatic semantics Ca
I
JPK modulo interpretations I of Def. 1 may be definable by

a theory T which models define I.

Definition 2. An axiomatic semantics Ca
T
JPK of a program P modulo a theory T is

defined as Ca
T
JPK = Ca

M(T )JPK
17. ut

Soundness again follows from the soundness of the abstraction by theory (Sect. 4.4).
There is no such best abstraction, but any sound abstraction will give sound abstraction
for the axiomatic semantics modulo theory.

Since bigger sets of interpretations mean less precise semantics, more general the-
ories will give less precise invariants.

17 that is, by Def. 1, as the uninterpreted axiomatic semantics of Sect. 5 with respect to the
lattice 〈F(x, f ,p), Z⇒T 〉 for the pre-order (Ψ Z⇒T Ψ ′) , validT (Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′) (or equivalently
¬satisfiableT (Ψ ∧ ¬Ψ ′)) understood as quotiented by (Ψ ⇐ \Z⇒T Ψ ′) , validT (Ψ ⇔ Ψ ′).



6.4 Interpreted assignment

A consequence of considering semantics modulo interpretations I is the ability to use
simpler predicate transformers. In particular the axiomatic transformer for x := t is
simpler if the interpretations of term t in I are all such that the t is invertible for variable
x. A term t is invertible for variable x, with inverse t−1

x , in a set I of interpretations iff
the formula ∀y : ∀z : (y = t[x← z]) ⇔ (z = t−1

x [x← y]) is true for all interpretations
in I. In this case the axiomatic assignment forward transformer can be simplified into

faJx := tKΨ , Ψ [x← t−1
x ] assignment postcondition, t

invertible into t−1
x under I

γa
I

(faJx := tKΨ ) t invertible into t−1
x under I

, γa
I

(Ψ [x← t−1
x ]) Hdef. faJx := tKΨ , Ψ [x← t−1

x ]I

= {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ I |=η Ψ [x← t−1
x ]} Hdef. γa

I
(Ψ ) w {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ I |=η Ψ }I

= {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ ∃x′ : I |=η ∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′] ∧ x′ = t−1
x [x← x]} Hdef. ∃I

= {〈I, η〉 | I ∈ I ∧ I |=η (∃x′ : Ψ [x← x′]) ∧ x = t[x← x′]}

Ht is invertible for x, with inverse t−1
x I

= fIJx := tK ◦ γa
I

(Ψ )

Observe that the uninterpreted axiomatic semantics transformer FaJPK using the invert-
ible assignment postcondition in any program P is no longer sound for all possible
classes of interpretations I ∈ ℘(I) but only for those for which inversion is possible.

7 Logical Abstract Domains

When performing program verification in the first-order logic setting, computing the
predicate transformer is usually quite immediate. The two hard points are (1) the com-
putation of the least fixpoint (or an approximation of it since the logical lattice is not
complete) and (2) proving that the final formula implies the desired property. To solve
the first case, a usual (but not entirely satisfactory) solution is to restrict the set of
formulæ used to represent environments such that the ascending chain condition is en-
forced. For the proof of implication, a decidable theory is used. So we define logical
abstract domains in the following general setting:

Definition 3. A logical abstract domain is a pair 〈A, T〉 of a set A ∈ ℘(F(x, f ,p)) of
logical formulæ and of a theory T of F(x, f ,p) (which is decidable (and deductive)
(and complete on A)). The abstract properties Ψ ∈ A define the concrete properties
γa
T

(Ψ ) ,
{
〈I, η〉

∣∣∣ I ∈ M(T ) ∧ I |=η Ψ
}

relative to the modelsM(T ) of theory T . The
abstract order v on the abstract domain 〈A, v〉 is defined as (Ψ v Ψ ′) , ((∀~xΨ ∪ ~xΨ ′ :
Ψ ⇒ Ψ ′) ∈ T ). ut

This definition of logical abstract domains is close to the logical abstract interpreta-
tion framework developped by Gulwani and Tiwari [33,32]. The main difference with
our approach is that we give semantics with respect to a concrete semantics correspond-
ing to the actual behavior of the program, whereas in the work of Gulwani and Tiwari,



the behavior of the program is assumed to be described by formulæ in the same theory
as the theory of the logical abstract domain. Our approach allows the description of the
abstraction mechanism, comparisons of logical abstract domains, and to provide proofs
of soundness on a formal basis.

7.1 Abstraction to Logical Abstract Domains

Because A ∈ ℘(F(x, f ,p)), we need to approximate formulæ in ℘(F(x, f ,p)) \ A by
a formula in A. The alternatives [21] are either to choose a context-dependent abstrac-
tion (a different abstraction is chosen in different circumstances, which can be under-
stood as a widening [12]) or to define an abstraction function to use a uniform context-
independent approximation whenever needed. For example, the abstract assignment
would be f]Jx := tKϕ , alphaIA(fJx := tKϕ). The abstraction

alphaIA ∈ F(x, f ,p)→A abstraction (function/algorithm)

abstracts a concrete first-order logic formula appearing in the axiomatic semantics into
a formula in the logical abstract domain A. It is assumed to be sound in that

∀Ψ ∈ F(x, f ,p), ∀I ∈ I : I |= Ψ ⇒ alphaIA(Ψ ) soundness (1)

It should also preferably be computable (in which case we speak of an abstraction algo-
rithm, which can be used in the abstract semantics whereas when it is not computable
it has to be eliminated e.g. by manual design of an over-approximation of the abstract
operations).

Example 7 (Literal elimination). Assume that the axiomatic semantics is defined on
F(x, f ,p) and that the logical abstract domain is A = F(x, fA,pA) where fA ⊆ f and
pA ⊆ p. The abstraction alphaIA(Ψ ) of Ψ ∈ F(x, f ,p) can be obtained by repeating the
following approximations until stabilization.

– If the formula Ψ contains one or several occurrences of a term t ∈ f \ fA (so is of the
form Ψ [t, . . . , t]), they can all be approximated by ∃x : Ψ [x, . . . , x];

– If the formula Ψ contains one or several occurrences of an atomic formula a ∈ p\pA

(so is of the form Ψ [a, . . . , a]), this atomic formula can be replaced by true in the
positive positions and by false in the negative positions.

In both cases, this implies soundness (1) and the algorithm terminates since Ψ is finite.
ut

Example 8 (Quantifier elimination). If the abstract domain A ⊆ C(x, fA,pA) is quanti-
fier-free then the quantifiers must be eliminated which is possible without loss of preci-
sion in some theories such as Presburger arithmetic (but with a potential blow-up of the
formula size see e.g. [11,28,27]). Otherwise, besides simple simplifications of formulæ
(e.g. replacing ∃x : x = t ∧ Ψ [x] by Ψ [t]), a very coarse abstraction to A ⊆ C(x, f ,p)
would eliminate quantifiers bottom up, putting the formula in disjunctive normal form
and eliminating the literals containing existentially quantified variables (or dually [39]),



again with a potential blow-up. Other proposals of abstraction functions (often not iden-
tified as such) include the quantifier elimination heuristics defined in Simplify [25, Sect.
5], [24, Sect. 6], or the (doubly-exponential) methods of [30,31] (which might even be
made more efficient when exploiting the fact that an implication rather than an equiva-
lence is required). ut

Example 9 (Interval abstraction). Let us consider the mimimal abstraction αm (which
reduced product with the maximal abstraction, yields the interval abstraction [17,18]).

αm(Ψ ) ,
∧
x∈x

{c 6 x | c ∈ c ∧ min(c, x, Ψ )}

min(c, x, Ψ ) , ∀x : (∃~xΨ \ {x} : Ψ )⇒ (c 6 x) ∧
∀m : (∀x : (∃~xΨ \ {x} : Ψ )⇒ (m 6 x))⇒ m 6 c

Replacing the unknown constant c by a variable c in min(c, x, Ψ ), a solver might be able
to determine a suitable value for c. Otherwise the maximality requirement of c might
be dropped to get a coarser abstraction and true returned in case of complete failure of
the solver. ut

7.2 Logical abstract transformers

For soundness with respect to a set of interpretations I, the abstract transformers must
be chosen such that [18,20]

f] ∈ (x ×T)→A→A abstract forward assignment
transformer

∀ϕ ∈ A,∀I ∈ I : : I |= fJx := tKϕ⇒ f]Jx := tKϕ abstract postcondition
b ∈ (x ×T)→A→A abstract backward assignment

transformer

∀ϕ ∈ A,∀I ∈ I : : I |= bJx := tKϕ⇒ b]Jx := tKϕ abstract precondition
p ∈ L→A→A condition abstract transformer

∀ϕ ∈ A,∀I ∈ I : pJlKϕ⇒ p]JlKϕ abstract test

It follows from the definition of the uninterpreted axiomatic semantics in Sect. 5 that
we can define the abstract transformer to be the axiomatic transformer (under suitable
closure hypothesis on A in which case they map a formula in A to a formula in A),
otherwise using the abstraction α of Sect. 7.1 or using a specific local abstraction. In
addition, such abstraction may be necessary on joins, as A may contain just formulæ
without ∨.

Example 10 (Transfer function abstraction). In many static analyzers, the abstract trans-
fer functions f], b], and p] of Sect. 3.2 are most often designed, proved correct and
implemented by hand. This design and implementation would better be totally automa-
tized, going back to the manual solution when automation is too inefficient or imprecise.

For logical abstract domains, the best transformers are f]Jx := tK , α ◦ fJx := tK,
b]Jx := tK , α ◦ bJx := tK, and p]JϕK , α ◦ pJϕK using the uninterpreted axiomatic
transformers of Sect. 5. Abstract transformers or some over-approximations (e.g. α ◦



fJx := tK ⇒̇ f]Jx := tK) might be automatically computable using solvers (see e.g. [43]
when A satisfies the ascending chain condition).

Continuing Ex. 9, where the abstract domain is A = {
∧
x∈x cx 6 x | ∀x ∈ x : cx ∈

f0} and α = αm, a SMT solver (e.g. with linear arithmetics or even simple inequalities
[42]) might be usable when restricting Ψ in αm(Ψ ) to the formulæ obtained by the
transformation of formulæ of A by the uninterpreted axiomatic transformers of Sect. 5.

ut

Example 11 (Abstract assignment). The non-invertible assignment transformer returns
a quantified formula

fJx := tKΨ , ∃x′ : Ψ [x/x′] ∧ x = t[x/x′] non-invertible assignment

which may have to be abstracted to A can be done using the abstraction α of Sect. 7.1
or the widening of Sect. 7.3 or on the fly, using program specificities. For example,
in straight line code outside of iteration or recursion, the existential quantifier can be
eliminated

– using logical equivalence, by Skolemization where ∀x1 : . . .∀xn : ∃y : p(x1, . . . ,
xn, y) is replaced by the equi-satisfiable formula ∀x1 : . . .∀xn : p(x1, . . . , xn, fy(x1,
. . . , xn)) where fy is a fresh symbol function;

– using a program transformation, since x′ denotes the value of the variable x before the
assignment we can use a program equivalence introducing new fresh program vari-
able x′ to store this value since “x := t” is equivalent to “x′ := x; x := t[x← x′]” 18.
We get

f]Jx := tKϕ , ϕ[x← x′] ∧ x = t[x← x′] abstract non-invertible assignment

which may be a formula in A. This ensures soundness by program equivalence.

These local solutions cannot be used with iterations or recursions (but with a k-limiting
abstraction as in bounded model checking) since a fresh auxiliary function/variable is
needed for each iteration/recursive call, which number may be unbounded. ut

7.3 Widening and narrowing

When the abstract domain does not satisfy the ascending chain condition, a widening is
needed both to cope with the absence of infinite disjunctions and to enforce the conver-
gence of fixpoint interation [18,12]. Designing a universal widening for logical abstract
domain is difficult since powerful widenings prevent infinite evolutions in the semantic
computation, evolutions which are not always well reflected as a syntactic evolution in
logical abstract domains. Nevertheless, we can propose several possible widenings .

1. Widen to a finite sub-domain W of A organized in a partial order choosing X
`

Y to
be Ψ ∈ W such that Y ⇒ Ψ and starting from the smallest elements of W (or use a
further abstraction into W as in Sect. 7.1);

18 This is similar to but different from Skolemization since we use auxiliary program variables
instead of auxiliary functions.



2. Limit the size of formulæ to k > 0, eliminating new literals in the simple conjunc-
tive normal form appearing beyond the fixed maximal size (e.g. depth) k (the above
widenings are always correct but not very satisfactory, see [22]);

3. Follow the syntactic evolution of successive formulæ and reduce the evolving parts
as proposed by [38] for Typed Decision Graphs.

4. Make generalizations (e.g. l(1) ∨ l(2) ∨ . . . implies ∃k > 0 : l(k) and abstract the
existential quantifier, see Ex. 8) or use saturation 19 [14].

8 Soundness of Unsound Abstractions

As noted in Sect. 6, the axiomatic semantics modulo theory T (and thus the logical
abstract domains with that semantics) are sound when all the interpretations we wish to
consider for the program are models of T . But what we see in practice is that the ac-
tual interpretations corresponding to the machine execution of programs are not models
of the theories used in the program proofs. Typical examples include proofs on natu-
ral numbers, whereas the size of integers are bounded, or reasoning on floating point
arithmetics as if floats behaved as reals. Indeed, it already happened that the Astrée an-
alyzer found a buffer overrun in programs formally “proven” correct, but with respect
to a theory that was an unsound approximation of the program semantics.

Still, such reasonings can give some informations about the program provided the
invariant they find is precise enough. One way for them to be correct for an interpre-
tation = is to have one model I of the theory to agree with = on the formulæ that
appear during the computation. Formally, two theories I1 and I2 agree on Ψ when{
η
∣∣∣ I1 |=η Ψ

}
=

{
η
∣∣∣ I2 |=η Ψ

}
This can be achieved by monitoring the formulæ during the computation, for exam-

ple insuring that the formulæ imply that numbers are always smaller than the largest
machine integer. It is enough to perform this monitoring during the invariant checking
phase (FaJPK(Ψ ) Z⇒T Ψ ), so we can just check for Ψ and FaJPK(Ψ ), but in some case, it
can be worthwhile to detect early that the analysis cannot be correct because of an ini-
tial difference between one of the concrete interpretations and the models of the theory
used to reason about the program.

9 Conclusion

The idea of using a universal representation of program properties by first-order for-
mulæ originates from mathematical logics and underlies all deductive methods since
[29,35,40] and its first automation [36]. Similarly, BDDs [5] are the universal represen-
tation used in symbolic model-checking [8].

In contrast, the success and difficulty of abstract interpretation relies on leaving
open the computer representation of program properties by reasoning only in terms of
abstract domains that is their algebraic structures. Data representations and algorithms
have to be designed to implement the abstract domains, which is flexible and allows

19 Saturation means to compute the closure of a given set of formulas under a given set of infer-
ence rules.



for specific efficient implementations. The alternative of using a universal representa-
tion and abstraction of the program collecting semantics for static analysis can also be
considered [15]. It was intensively and successfully exploited e.g. in TVLA [45] or by
abstract compilation to functional languages [3] or Prolog [9] but with difficulties to
scale up.

One advantage of logical abstract domains with a uniform representation of pro-
gram properties as first-order logic formulæ is the handy and understandable interface
to interact with the end-user (at least when the formulæ are small enough to remain
readable). It is quite easy for the end-user to help the analysis e.g. by providing asser-
tions, invariants, hypotheses, etc. In contrast, the end-user has no access to the complex
internal representation of program properties in algebraic abstract domains and so has
no way to express internal properties used during the analysis, except when the abstract
domain explicitly provides such an interface, e.g. for trace partitioning [44], quaternions
[2], etc.

One disadvantage of the uniform representation of program properties in logical ab-
stract domains is that it can be inefficient in particular because the growth of formulæ
may be difficult to control (and may require a widening). In particular, first order-logic is
the source of incompleteness at the level of the collecting semantics. The relative com-
pleteness result [10] assumes expressiveness, that is, the algebraic fixpoint semantics
can be expressed in the first-order logic, which is rarely the case. Using an incomplete
basis for abstraction means that some problems cannot be solved by any abstraction.
Indeed, we have shown that logical abstract domains are an abstraction of the multi-
interpreted semantics, and to prove more properties on that semantics, we could use
second order logics [34], which is then complete but not decidable, or an ad-hoc collec-
tion of algebraic abstract domains.

The best choice, though, would be a combination of both algebraic and logical ab-
stract domains, so that we get the best of both worlds. A possible way to investigate in
that direction could be the combination of the Nelson-Oppen procedure for combining
theories [41] on one hand and the reduced product on the other hand [20].
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